MATERIAL LIST (Per Student)

**Bases x2** - 2.5 x 2.5 x 0.5
(1/2 inch Plywood), 1/4" hole(1/2" from edge)
-use drillpress and jig to drill accurately

**Boxes x2** - 1.5 x 1.5 x 1.75H
(Pine or Poplar works) 1” Hole - 1 in. deep

Heavy Paper

2pcs.—3/4 (max) x 6 in. (for Hebrew name/ Shema)
Quills, Ink (Makes it special)

Have students practice at home writing the first line of the Shema and their Hebrew Names. Put one inside each hole - rolled up.

Medium Thick SUPERGLUE - or hot melt glue - both set-up fast. 1 ounce per 10 students.
(Caution - Under ADULT Superision)
Using a jig to center box on base makes it easy, but not a necessity.

You may wish to decorate at this point before the ribbon is pulled through.
Unbend a paper clip so that it can slide through hole in the base. Push through, place end of ribbon in hook, and pull ribbon back through. Should be pretty easy.

Ribbon (5/8 Black Elastic)
3 Yards—Yad Strap(avg. size arm) 2 Yards—Rosh Strap

For the YAD(arm), make a loop in the end of the ribbon, and double knot. Then feed free end through loop - as shown. Orientation shown here is for RIGHT arm. Put loop on other side of base for LEFT arm. This just makes it stay on arm a little better.

Have the student hold the ROSH in place at their hairline, then tie a double knot at the back. Make sure it’s tight or it will slide down onto their face.

Any Questions: buildapair.fjmc@gmail.com
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